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QUESTION 1

Scenario Please read this scenario prior to answering the question You have been assigned the role of Chief Enterprise
Architect within a leading outsourcing services company. The company has over 15,000 outsourcing professionals and
works on some of the world\\'s largest outsourcing projects. Outsourcing services include business processes,
infrastructure, and service management. The company also provides business consulting services. Roughly half of its
turnover comes from the private sector and half from the public sector. 

With numerous service areas and a large number of diverse engagements in progress at any given time, overall
engagement management within the company has become challenging. The company has recently had a number of
high profile projects that have overrun on budget and under delivered, thereby damaging its reputation. The company
has an established an Enterprise Architecture program based on TOGAF 9, sponsored jointly by the Chief Executive
Officer and Chief Information Officer. An Architecture Board has been formed comprised of IT staff executives and
executives from the major service areas and consulting practice. 

The Enterprise Architecture (EA) team has been working with the Strategic Planning team to create a strategic
enterprise architecture to address these issues. The EA team has defined a framework and held workshops with key
stakeholders to define a set of architecture principles to govern the architecture work. They have completed an
Architecture Vision at a strategic level and laid out Architecture Definitions for the 

four domains. They have set out an ambitious vision of the future of the company over a five-year period. 

This will include three distinct transformations. 

The CIO has made it clear that prior to the approval of the detailed implementation and Migration plan, the 

EA team will need to assess the risks associated with the proposed architecture. He has received 

concerns from some of the vice presidents across the company that the proposed architecture may be too 

ambitious and they are not sure it can produce sufficient value to warrant the attendant risks. 

Refer to the Scenario 

You have been asked to recommend an approach to satisfy these concerns. 

Based on TOGAF, which of the following is the best answer? 

A. The EA team should apply an interoperability analysis to evaluate any potential issues across the architecture. This
should include the development of a matrix showing the interoperability requirements. Once all of the concerns have
been resolved, the EA team should finalize the Architecture Roadmap and the Implementation and Migration Plan. 

B. The EA team should bring together information about potential solutions from the appropriate sources. Once the
target architecture has been assembled, it should be analyzed using a state evolution table to determine the Transition
Architectures. A value realization process should then be established to ensure that the concerns raised are addressed. 

C. The EA team should evaluate the organization\\'s readiness to undergo change. This will allow the risks associated
with the transformations to be identified and mitigated for. It will also identify improvement actions to be worked into the
Implementation and Migration Plan. The Business Value Assessment technique should then be used to determine the
business value and associated risks for the transformation. 

D. Before preparing the detailed Implementation and Migration plan, the EA team should review and consolidate the gap
analysis results from Phases B to D. This can be used to understand the transformations that are required to achieve
the proposed Target Architecture. The EA team should then assess the readiness of the organization to undergo
change. Once the architecture has been assembled, it should be analyzed using a state evolution table to determine the
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Transition Architectures. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Chiamin Metals is a leading world-wide manufacturer for continuous casting and bottom pouring powders. In addition to
mould powders, the company also produces cored wire for secondary metallurgy. Chiamin Metals offers a variety of
products and uses a paper-based catalog to sponsor them. A new CIO has joint the enterprise and has set up a team of
Enterprise Architects following the TOGAF 9 practice. The main challenge is now to offer to Chiamin Metals customers
a centralized and reliable entry point for their request via the implementation of a global online portal. This will allow the
management of new marketing activities and will enable the new Chiamin Metals\\' ecommerce service. Refer to the
scenario above You are the Chief Architect and the CIO asked you to present an Architecture Vision to address the
above business problem. Identify the best answer accordingly to the TOGAF 9. Choose one of the following answers 

A. You identify key stakeholders, their concerns, and define the key business requirements to be addressed in the
architecture engagement and generate a Stakeholder Map. You Evaluate business capabilities and execute a Business
Transformation Readiness Assessment. You apply the Business Scenarios technique to create a high-level view of the
Baseline and Target Architectures also based on the stakeholder concerns, business capability requirements, scope,
constraints, and principles. 

B. As requested by the CIO you focus on the Architecture Vision documentation and apply the Business Scenarios
technique to create a high-level view of the Baseline and Target Architectures also based on the stakeholder concerns,
business capability requirements, scope, constraints, and principles. 

C. You create a high-level view of the Target Architectures and then present them to the CIO. 

D. As requested by the CIO you focus on the Architecture Vision and create a detailed view of the Baseline
Architectures. This is done for Business, Data, Application and Technology domains and then presented to the CIO
using the Architecture Definition Document. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Scenario 

Please read this scenario prior to answering the question 

You are serving as the Lead Architect for the Enterprise Architecture team at a multinational company. The company
has grown rapidly by acquisition and has inherited numerous supply chain processes and related IT systems. Several
supply chain processes have had problems related to the timing of purchases, which has led to excess inventory. The
Vice President in charge of Supply Chain Management has made the decision to consolidate and reduce redundant
processes and systems. The company will move to a "Justin-time" supply chain management so as to keep inventory
costs low. 

The TOGAF standard is followed for internal Enterprise Architecture activities. This project is using an iterative approach
for executing the Architecture Development Method (ADM). 

At present, there are no architectural assets in the Architecture Repository related to this initiative. All assets will need to
be acquired, customized, or created. The company prefers to implement commercial off the shelf package applications
with little customization. The CIO, who is the project sponsor, has stated that she is not concerned about preserving the
existing supply chain management processes or systems. 
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The architecture development project has completed Phase A and has started a number of iteration cycles to develop
the Architecture. As a packaged application is being considered, the next iteration will include both the Business and
Application Architectures. Key stakeholder concerns that should be addressed by these architectures include: 

1.

 What groups of people should be involved in the supply chain management-related business processes? 

2.

 What non-supply chain management applications will need to be integrated with any new supply chain management
applications? 

3.

 What data will need to be shared? 

Refer to the Scenario 

[Note: You may need to refer to the Architectural Artifacts chapter, section 31.6 (located in Part IV) of the reference text
in order to answer this question.] 

You have been asked to identify the most appropriate catalogs matrices and diagrams to support the next iteration of
Architecture development. 

Based on the TOGAF standard, which of the following is the best answer? 

A. You would describe the Baseline Business Architecture with a Business Service/function catalog, an
Organization/Actor catalog, and a Data Entity/Business Function matrix. You would describe the Baseline Data
Architecture using a Data Entity/Data Component catalog. You would describe the Baseline Application Architecture
with an Application/Function matrix. 

B. In the next iteration of Architecture development, you would describe the Target Business Architecture with an
Organization/Actor catalog, a Business Service/Function catalog, and Data Lifecycle diagrams. You would describe the
Target Application Architecture with a Data Entity/Data Component catalog. You would describe the Target Application
Architecture with an Application Interaction matrix and Application Communication diagrams. 

C. You would describe the Target Business Architecture with a Business Service/Function catalog, and a Business
Interaction matrix. You would describe the Target Data Architecture with a Data Entity/ Business Function matrix and an
Application/Data matrix. You would describe the Target Application Architecture with Application Communication
diagrams and an Application Interaction matrix. 

D. In the next iteration of Architecture development, you would describe the Baseline Business Architecture with a Value
Chain diagram, and a Baseline Business Process catalog. You would describe the Baseline Data Architecture with a
Data diagram. You would describe the Baseline Application Architecture with an Environments and Locations diagram. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Scenario: Vittronics Ltd. 

Please read this scenario prior to answering the question 

Vittronics Ltd. is a leading medical device manufacturer in the highly competitive market for Migraine Headache Pain
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Management (MHPM) devices. These tiny wireless devices are implanted in the brain and can deliver a precise electric
shock when the wearable Pain Control Unit (PCU) detects an increase in stress induced by the onset of a migraine
headache. 

This technology will be a breakthrough in the treatment of this condition, and several competitors are striving to be the
first to introduce a product into the market. However, all of them must demonstrate the effectiveness and safety of their
products in a set of clinical trials that will satisfy the regulatory requirements of the countries in the target markets. 

The Enterprise Architecture group at Vittronics has been engaged in an architecture development project to create a
Secure Private Immersive Collaborative Environment (SPICE) that will allow researchers at its product development
laboratories worldwide to share information about their independent clinical trials. 

The Vittronics Enterprise Architecture group is a mature organization that has been utilizing TOGAF for several years.
They have recently upgraded to TOGAF 9. The Vittronics Architecture Development Method (VADM) is strictly based on
the TOGAF 9 Architecture Development Method (ADM) with extensions required to support current good manufacturing
practices and good laboratory practices in their target markets. 

The SPICE project team has now completed the Business, Information Systems, and Technology Architecture phases
and has produced a complete set of deliverables for each phase. Due to the highly sensitive nature of the information
that is managed in SPICE, special care was taken to ensure that each architecture domain included an examination of
the security and privacy issues that are relevant for each domain. A corresponding SPICE Security Architecture has
been defined. 

The Executive Vice President for Clinical Research is the sponsor of the Enterprise Architecture activity. He has stated
that the changes to the SPICE architecture will need to be rolled out on a geographic basis that will minimize disruptions
to ongoing clinical trials. The work will need to be done in stages and rolled out in geographical regions. 

Refer to the Vittronics Ltd Scenario 

You are serving as the Lead Architect for the SPICE project team. 

You have been asked to recommend the approach to identify the work packages that will be included in the Transition
Architecture(s). 

Based en TOGAF 9, which of the following is the best answer? 

A. Create an Implementation Factor Assessment and Deduction Matrix and a Consolidated Gaps, Solutions and
Dependencies Matrix. For each gap, identify a proposed solution and classify it as new development, purchased
solution, or based on an existing product. Group similar solutions together to form work packages. Identify
dependencies between work packages factoring in the clinical trial schedules. Regroup the packages into a set of
Capability Increments scheduled into a series of Transition Architectures and documented in an Architecture Definition
Increments Table. 

B. Determine the set of Solution Building Blocks required by identifying which Solution Building Blocks need to be
developed and which need to be procured. Eliminate any duplicate building blocks. Group the remaining Solution
Building Blocks together to create the work packages using a CRLO matrix. Rank the work packages in terms of cost
and select the most cost-effective options for inclusion in a series of Transition Architectures. Schedule the roll out of the
work packages to be sequential across the geographic regions. 

C. Use a Consolidated Gaps, Solutions and Dependencies Matrix as a planning tool. For each gap classify whether the
solution is either a new development, purchased solution, or based on an existing product. Group the similar solutions
together to define the work packages. Regroup the work packages into a set of Capability Increments to transition to the
Target Architecture taking into account the schedule for clinical trials. 

D. Group the Solution Building Blocks from a Consolidated Gaps, Solutions and Dependencies Matrix into a set of work
packages. Using the matrix as a planning tool, regroup the work packages to account for dependencies. Sequence the
work packages into the Capability Increments needed to achieve the Target Architecture. Schedule the rollout one
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region at a time. Document the progression of the enterprise architecture using an Enterprise Architecture State
Evolution table. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

UTrack Transports is a strong UK logistics company. The head of the strategic marketing division engaged the Principal
Architect issuing a Request for architectural work to design an enhancement of the current Enterprise Data Warehouse
system. An enhancement is needed to support the change in the business model; UTrack wants to leverage on
customer data collected during business as usual activities and anonymize them to offer marketing agencies a fresh and
accessible source of analytics data, this will increase the company revenues. TOGAF 9 is the architectural framework in
use. 

Refer to the scenario above The Principal Architect has decided to ask you as Business Intelligence Subject Matter
Expert to design the Data Architecture. The Chief Architect shared with you the Architecture Definition Document
including the Business Architecture design. You now need to choose the artifacts you want to produce as part of the
Data Architecture design. Identify the best answer accordingly to the TOGAF 9. 

Choose one of the following answers 

A. You first list the data used across the enterprise using a Data Entity/Data Component Catalog, including data entities
and also the data components where data entities are stored. You then classify what the data source are and the
relationship with the data entities via a System/Data Matrix. You finally identify common data requirements using a Data
Lifecycle Diagram. 

B. You first list the data used across the enterprise using a Data Entity/Data Component Matrix, including data entities
and also the data components where data entities are stored. You then classify what the data source are and the
relationship with the data entities via a Role/System Catalog. You finally identify common data requirements using a
Data Use Case Diagram. 

C. You first list the data used across the enterprise using a Data Entity/Data Component Catalog, including data entities
and also the data components where data entities are stored. You then classify what the data source are and the
relationship with the data entities via a System/Data Matrix. 

D. You first list the data used across the enterprise using a Data Entity/Data Component Catalog, including data entities
and also the data components where data entities are stored. You then assign ownership of data entities to the
organization via a System/Data Matrix. 

Correct Answer: A 
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